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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Software Defined Network (SDN) is an emerging network that decouples the 
control plane and data planes. Like other networks, SDN undergoes a recovery process 
upon occurrences of link or node failures. Openflow is considered as the popular 
standard used in SDN. In Openflow, the process of detecting the failure and 
communications with controller to recompute alternative path result to long recovery 
time. However, there is limit with regards time taken to recover from the failures. If it 
takes more than 50 msec, a lot of packet will be lost, and communication overhead and 
Round Trip Time (RTT) between switch – controller may be high. Openstate is an 
Openflow extension that allows a programmer to specify how forwarding rules should 
be adapted in a stateful fashion. Openstate has been tested only on single failure. This 
research conduct experiment based on Openstate pipeline design that provides 
detections mechanism based on switches periodic link probing and fast reroute of 
traffic flow even when controller is not reachable. In this research, the experiments use 
Mininet simulation software to analyse and evaluate the performance of Openstate 
with multiple failure scenarios. The research has compared Overhead communication, 
Round Trip Time (RTT) between switch – controller and number of packet loss with 
Openflow and Openstate. On the average, in Openstate packet loss is zero when the 
recovery time is less than or equal to 70 msec while communication overhead involves 
60 packet-in. In Openflow, packet loss is zero when the recovery time is less than or 
equal to 85 msec while communication overhead involves 100 packet-in. Finally, the 
average RTTs for Openstate and Openflow are 65 msec and 90 msec respectively. 
Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that Openstate has better 
performance compare to Openflow. 
.  
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ABSTRAK 
ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
‘Software Defined Network’ (SDN) adalah satu rangkaian baru yang 
memisahkan satah kawalan dan satah data. Seperti rangkaian lain, SDN menjalani 
proses pemulihan selepas hubungan antara dua nod terputus atau nod tidak berfungsi, 
Openflow adalah suatu piawaian yang digunakan dalam SDN. Dalam proses 
pemulihan, Openflow mengesan kegagalan dan menyampaikan maklumat itu kepada 
pengawal untuk mengira hasil jalan alternatif dan boleh menyebabkan masa pemulihan 
yang panjang. Walau bagaimanapun, terdapat batasan bagi masa yang diambil untuk 
pulih daripada kegagalan. Jika ia mengambil masa lebih daripada 50 milisaat, banyak 
paket akan hilang serta beban komunikasi dan masa pergi balik (Round trip time - 
RTT) antara suis dan pengawal akan menjadi tinggi. Openstate adalah lanjutan 
Openflow yang membolehkan pengaturcara untuk menentukan bagaimana peraturan 
penyampaian perlu disesuaikan dengan cara yang dilengkapi keadaan (Stateful). 
Openstate telah diuji hanya untuk satu kegagalan. Kajian ini menjalankan eksperimen 
berdasarkan reka bentuk talian paip Openstate yang menyediakan mekanisme 
pengesanan berdasarkan penyelesaian suis hubungan berkala dan pertukaran laluan 
pantas aliran trafik walaupun pengawal tidak dapat dihubungi. Eksperimen-
eksperimen dibuat menggunakan perisian Mininet untuk menganalisis dan menilai 
prestasi Openstate dalam senario kegagalan berbilang. Kajian ini meneliti beban 
komunikasi, RTT antara suis-pengawal dan bilangan kehilangan paket bagi Openflow 
dan Openstate. Secara purata, kehilangan paket Openstate adalah sifar apabila masa 
pemulihan adalah kurang atau sama dengan 70 milisaat dan beban komunikasi 
melibatkan 60 “packet-in”. Bagi Openflow, kehilangan paket adalah sifar apabila masa 
pemulihan adalah 85 milisaat atau kurang dan beban komunikasi melibatkan 100 
“packet-in”. Begitu juga, purata RTT untuk Openstate dan Openflow masing – masing 
adalah 65 milisaat dan 90 milisaat.  
.  
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CHAPTER 1  
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview  
 
 
Software defined networking is a new paradigm that emerge to offer simplicity 
over a network through the decoupling of control plane from the underlying 
forwarding plane (data plane) (Lee Li et al. 2014). It offers a single entity called a 
controller to have a centralized abstract view of the network. Moreover, it creates 
flexible and dynamic architecture that provide simple network manageability and 
reliability.  
 
 
Openflow is largely the most adopted abstraction for the data plane with its 
match action rules in flow tables (McKeown et al., 2008). Current Openflow 
abstraction presents some fundamental drawbacks that can prevent an efficient and 
performing implementation of traffic rerouting schemes. As a matter of fact, in 
Openflow adaptation and reconfiguration of forwarding rules (i.e. entries in the flow 
tables) in the data plane pipeline can only be performed by the remote controller, 
posing limitations on the granularity of the desired monitoring and traffic control due 
to the overhead and latency required. 
 
Therefore, due to the ineffectiveness of the Openflow to include effective 
mechanism for fast failure recovery, several efforts from research community to 
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extend the Openflow specification 1.3 to OpenState have been made in the recent years  
(A Capone & Cascone, 2014). An Openstate is an extension of Openflow 1.3 that have 
more additional features which enable the remote controller to enforce control logic to 
forwarding plane (switches). Openstate protocol has been tested on single failure but 
is yet to be tested on multiple failure scenarios.  
 
 
 
 
1.2 Problem Background 
 
 
Software defined networking (SDN) is considered as vital technology for the 
years to come, Lee et al. (2014a) consider it as next future generation network. The 
central controller is an important entity of SDN. It performs functionality such as 
monitoring, modification and computation of the forwarding rules. Moreover, it allows 
the flexibility to directly configure the infrastructure devices (data planes) (Adrichem 
et al. 2014a). 
 
There is no doubt that the controller offers great advantage to the network, but 
there are some overhead that will be involved to restore the network back to 
operational state, after the occurrences of failures. Failures may occur due to several 
events, such as software or hardware failure, and node or link could be down due to 
fibre cut or interface break. In the earlier version of Openflow 1.0 it supports only one 
single flow table and secure channel to controller. When a failure occurs, the switch 
that detect the failure send notification to the controller through packet in message. 
The controller then locates the point of the failure and computes new suitable path and 
update the flow table of the affected switch with the new path. Therefore, Openflow 
1.1 onward emerge with additional features which support multiple table, incorporated 
with fast failover group table functionality to speed up local failure detection and 
recovery without imposing much extra processing load on controller. The fast failover 
group table extend Openflow configuration rules that allows monitoring and 
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forwarding of packet at switch label. The group table is pre-configured to monitor the 
status of switch port. The table has several action buckets populated with different 
forwarding action. Therefore, when failure occurs, the switch that detect the failures 
perform lookup in the table and switchover to alternative path. In case of no alternative 
path found on the node that detect the failure, crank bank signalling is performed to 
keep rerouting the packet to neighbouring node until alternative path is found. 
Obviously, with the fast failover, controller will be relieved with some extra processing 
load but the recovery time may increase due to the rerouting of packet using the 
crankbank signalling.  Secondly with the Openflow fast failover detect node and 
reroute node are always the same. Unfortunately, such a solution is not always feasible, 
as it strongly depends on topology and capacity constraints. 
 
 
 In Openstate, the fault detection event is not immediately communicated to 
controller but rather the switch that detect the failure tag the data packet and forward 
it back to a node called the reroute node. The reroute node will then execute state 
transition and find a suitable new path that can be used to deliver future data packets 
and inform the controller about the topology changes.  
 
 
Therefore, the main activities to recover the network after failure include the 
detection time and restoration time. The restoration time includes the propagation time 
to notify the central controller about the event, path re-computation and 
reconfiguration of the network by the central controller (Adrichem et al. 2014b, 
Sharma & Staessens, 2013). Adrichem et al. (2014c) further emphasize in Openflow 
1.0 network, the time taken for the controller to initiate path restoration is over 
100msec excluding detection time.  According to another author Lee et al. (2014b)  it 
takes from 260 msec to 310 msec for Openflow controller to set up the recovery path 
after failure detection. This range of time is considered too long as the acceptable time 
required by provider network is at most 50 msec (Adrichem et al., 2014d). Hence, 
several efforts have been made recently to reduce the restoration time of Openflow 
controller. 
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 Goransson & Black (2014), Asten, (2014) has identified that the long 
restoration time may due to the computational load on the controller that is too much. 
Furthermore, Lee et al. (2014) emphasize that bottleneck at the controller increases as 
the network size grows larger. Thus, there is need for an appropriate mechanism to 
minimize the load on the Openflow controller.  
 
 
Openstate is an extended version of Openflow 1.3. It is introduced to minimise 
the computational load on the controller and have the facility for quick failure 
recovery. In Openflow 1.0 when a failure occurs, the controller must recompute the 
new path but in Openflow 1.1 onward crankback signalling can be performed without 
immediately communication to controller whereas in Openstate data packet are tagged 
and bounced it back to the reroute node to enable detour. Thus, the Openstate network 
has less load than the Openflow network. Openstate network also promote quicker 
recovery time than Openflow network because the new path can quickly be enabled 
by the switch without consulting the controller. The delivery of future data packets 
using the new path can be activated without waiting for the instruction from the 
controller. In summary, the advantages of Openstate compared to Openflow are 
described in Table 1.1. 
 
 
Table 1.1: Comparison between Openflow and Openstate 
Protocol Controller 
Computational Load 
Failure Recovery 
Openflow  Fast failover: local 
reroute based on port 
state, switch to detour. In 
case no local reroute. 
Controller Compute and 
Configure new path  
Wait for controller to 
compute new path. 
Controller is involved in 
recovery process. Time 
range from 100 msec to 
360 msec 
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Openstate Computation of backup 
path are precomputed 
Switch activate the new 
path. Time close to 50 
msec 
 
 
To the best of our knowledge, the Openstate has been evaluated only on single 
failure scenarios by A Capone & Cascone, (2014). The occurrences of multiple and 
simultaneous failures may happen and sometimes cannot be avoided, or beyond 
control (Steven et.al. 2014). Thus, in this research, the study would like to evaluate 
and analyse the performance of Openstate on Multiple failure scenarios.  
 
 It is expected that the overhead of Openstate controller will increase in 
multiple failure scenarios. For example, when n failures occur, the first failure can be 
resolved without controller intervention, but in the subsequent failures, the detect 
switches will be busy performing lookup to find match for alternative path in the flow 
table. In case no local backup path is available, the detect nodes switchover and send 
number of packet-in to controller for reactive support. This study plan to evaluate 
the performance with the implementation correspond to reactive Openflow network. 
Since Openflow 1.1 onward uses fast failover group that perform crankback signalling 
for fast failure recovery and this happen to be similar with the approach for multiple 
failure in Openstate. For both protocols the study will consider the communication 
overhead, packet loss and Round trip time for the flow affected by fault. 
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Figure 1.1 Network topology with multiple failure  
  
For example, in Figure 1, H1 wants to send data packet to host H2, all data 
packet is routed through optimal primary path (A BCD) on normal condition. 
However, introducing link failure between switch B C and G  D. The fault event 
is noticeable by detect switch:  B and G. Switch A and switch F are reroute nodes. If 
both switch B and switch G have no local back-up paths available in state table, then 
both will be busy sending packet-in to controller to seek for reactive support. 
Assume that switch B and switch G communicate with the controller at time t1 and 
time t2. Thus, the controller will perform the new back-up paths computation two times 
at the same time or one at slightly after t1 and another one slightly after t2,. This will 
result to more round trip time (RTT) between the detect switch and controller. 
However, this study want to analyse the performance of Openstate considering 
multiple failures, using the following approach, for the first failure to be resolve 
without controller intervention whereas subsequent one can seek for reactive support 
of controller using packet-in message to controller to compute backup paths for 
both switches. In the case of subsequent packet-in the flow are forwarded without 
triggering packet-in. Obviously, there will be some overhead and Round Trip 
Time (RTT). The study want to evaluate and analyse the performance of the Openstate 
through Overhead Communication from involved switch – controller, Round trip time 
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and finally observed the number of packet loss, the simulation will be performed using 
testbed based on mininet. 
 
 
 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
 
 
Obviously, it is important to reduce the processing load on the controller. This 
would help to speed up the recovery time of SDN upon occurrences of failures. The 
more time taken to recover from failures, the more data packets may be losses as it 
significantly affects the network performance. Currently Openstate allows SDN to 
converge in close to 50 msec time required by network provider as indicated in A 
Capone & Cascone, (2014). However, Openstate has been tested on single failure only. 
It is important to study whether Openstate will also converge in close to 50 msec in 
case of multiple failures. Recovery of multiple failure involve more processing load 
on the controller and communication overhead between the controller and involved 
switch in SDN network. In this research, the study want to analyses the performance 
of Openstate on multiple failures scenarios through communication overhead, RTT 
and number of packet loses. 
 
 
 
 
1.4 Goal 
 
 
The goals of this research is to test multiple failures scenarios in Openstate, to 
observes the time taking for Openstate to recover from multiple failures, and also to 
study whether Openstate recover faster than Openflow from failures. 
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1.5 Objectives 
 
 
To solve the research problem, this research considers the following objectives.  
 
1. To design failure scenarios for evaluating recovery process of SDN  
2. To implement failure recovery scheme of Openflow and Openstate in mininet 
simulator   
3. To compare and evaluate the performance of Openstate and Openflow in 
SDN with multiple and single failure scenarios.  
 
 
 
 
1.6 Research Scope 
 
 
To achieve the above listed objectives, the research focuses on the following scope: 
 
 Mininet network simulator will be used as the simulation tool in this research 
for simulating network interface with failures  
 Type of network; software defined networking 
 Software defined networking protocol: Openstate and Openflow  
 Analysis was limited to overhead communication switch-controller, number of 
packet loss and Round Trip Time for the flow affected by fault. 
 The experiment is limited to; Controller (ryu), switch (ofsoftswitch13) and 
network topology (Norway). 
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1.7 Significant of the Research 
 
 
Openstate has been tested on single failure only, multiple failures cannot be 
avoided. However, Openstate need to be tested on multiple failures scenarios and 
evaluate how long it will take to recover from failures. The results can be used to 
decide whether Openstate should be modified to have quicker recovery time. 
Therefore, we believe this research work can close one gaps by analyzing the 
performance of Openstate considering multiple failures. 
 
 
 
 
1.8 Summary  
 
 
To summarize the chapter, this research address failure recovery in software 
defined networking we present the following: Overview of software define 
networking, the background of the research, the protocols used in SDN, the study 
presented failure scenario, how the Openstate and Openflow works and differ from 
each other, the objective and significant of the research. Finally, the Dissertation 
outline of this research work is organized as follows. 
 
 
Chapter 2 give a general view of SDN architecture. Discusses the adoption 
and reconfiguration of SDN standard protocol, i.e. Openflow and Openstate with some 
of the related work in failure detection and recovery.  Platform resources used in 
simulating failure scenarios in (SDN). 
 
Chapter 3 discusses the overview of the research methodology along with the 
framework for the study and the overall research plan. 
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Chapter 4 provides a detailed explanation on how the study design and 
implement the experiment simulation for failure scenarios using testbed based on 
mininet simulator. Based on Openstate considering multiple failure scenarios. 
 
Chapter 5 present the experimental results. The chapter make comparison 
between Openflow and Openstate. Finally, discussion of the experimental findings will 
be given 
 
Chapter 6 concludes the study and provides a direction for future works. 
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